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*Please read instructions before use
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 Systolic Pressure 
 The 

moment you hear the faint rhythmic tapping or t umping sound of the 
pulse beat, note the reading on the gauge. This is your systolic (upper) 
blood pressure.

isten carefully and acquaint yourself with these unfamiliar sounds. You 
should also notice the needle on the g e  “bounce”  when your 
systolic pressure is reached. 

 Diastolic pressure
Allow the pressure to continue dropping at the same rate as before
2-4mmHg per second . Listen carefully with the stethoscope. The 

ing or 
thud, they will soften to blowing or swishing sounds. Watch the falling 
needle. At the exact point when you can no longer hear the sounds, 
read the gauge. This is your diastolic (lower) blood pressure reading. 

The product ful�lls the requirements of EN ISO 81060-1:2012.

Operating procedure: 

Practi e the following procedure several times to become familiar with 
the equipment. Before taking your blood pressure, plan to relax and 
rest for at least 15 minutes. This will reduce the error d  to physical 

and extend your left arm palm up. Whether sitting or lying down, be sure

stethoscope diaphragm (sound head) is on the inside of the arm just above 
the elbow. This placement positions the product over the large artery near 
the hollow of the elbow. (This artery can be found by feeling for the pulse

the stethoscope ocated  directly over it.  Insert the earpieces of the 

ears)  Hold the g

clockwise)
squeezing the bulb with your right hand. Listen to the pulse beat whilst 

 Watch the gauge. When you can no longer hear the 
pulse beat, raise the pressure an additional 30mmHg.

pressure drops 2-4mmHg with each beat of your heart. (This will usually 
mean a drop of one to two marks on the gauge every second)
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C. Maintenance
If, under normal conditions of use, the aneroid gauge becomes inaccurate,

years of product. Warranty does not include the replacement of broken 

as long as the dial needle remains within the zero indicator on the faceplate 

is for a period of three years. For readjustment, or calibration after warranty

Manometer Accuracy Check: 1. Detach gauge from tubing. 2. If the needle
rests within the zero indicator on the faceplate, your unit is guaranteed to be
accurate. 3. If the needle rests outside the zero indicator, the unit should be
returned for repair or replacement/credit.

bladder or bulb or use sharp instruments near them.


